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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall examine the natural decay of periodic solutions of 
?!+Ep(), --co<x<oo, t>O (El 
We shall assume that f is an odd function satisfying 
(a) f” < 0 on u > 0, and 
(b) f “04 - -bzP-l as u --, 0. 
Here, R 2 1 is an integer and b a positive constant. 
We shall further assume that the data satisfies 
(4 dx + P) = dx), and 
(d) s; v(x) dx = 0. 
Our basic result is that if (a)-(d) holds, then the solution u of (E) and (IC) 
satisfies 
/ u(x, t)l < “(f;,f; P) , t + co. (1) 
Moreover, the constant C in (1) may be chosen independently of the particular 
function ‘p in (IC). 
We remark that the assumptions on f may be relaxed and the same result 
persists; in particular (1) is true if f satisfies f” # 0 for 24 # 0, 
sgn f “(u) = -sgn f “(-u), 
and the preceding (b). 
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A result similar to (I) is valid for concave functions f satisfying 
f”(u) # 0 for u # 0 and f”(u) w -bzP as u -+ 0. (2) 
There one obtains the estimate 
/ u / < w b, P) 
' t1/'2k+l' ' t-+oo. 
When k = 0, the following estimate for the x variation of u over a period p 
is also valid (cf. Glimm and Lax [l]): 
In the case of concave f’s, the decay is due exclusively to widening of 
rarefaction waves. In our case this widening is only one of the decay mechan- 
isms. Another is due to the following fact about shock waves x = s(t) of (E): 
if 
u+(t) izf hn) u(x, t)
c-S(f) 
and u-(t) fzf h& u(x, t) 
*<s(t) 
satisfy sgn u+(t) # sgn u-(t), then j u-(t)1 < ( u+(t)1 . 
We point out that (E) with f’s of the type being considered here is not 
without physical interest. It serves as a prototype to the equations of motion 
for an elastic medium undergoing shearing motions. There, the equations are 
au au o 
and 
av ---= 
at ax 
w4 0 g-ax= I 
and u satisfies: u( -u) = - u(u), a’(u) > 0 for u E (- co, cc), and U”(U) # 0 
on u > 0. 
2. DECAY ESTIMATES 
Before we establish the estimate (1) we must say a few words about how one 
solves (E) and (IC). Here, we shall follow the procedure introduced by 
Douglis [2] and Ballou [3]. We shall restrict our attention to data 9 which is 
bounded and piecewise Cl on (- co, cc). We shall further assume that if 
(a, b) is any interval where q is positive (negative), then the increase (decrease) 
in q occurs at at most those points where q~ is discontinuous. The extension 
of the existence theorem and the decay estimate (1) to 9’s which are bounded 
and measurable follow from the ordering principle of Ballou [3] and the fact 
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that any v in L,(- co, CQ) can be approximated in L&(- 00, co) by data 
of the type being considered. 
A solution (E) and (IC) will be a bounded, piecewise Cl function u on 
{t > 0} which satisfies the following integral identity: 
s r,(t) x1(t) u(x, t) dx =s ,:1; T(X) dx + jot M4 u-(x,(s), 4 - f(d44,41 ds 
for every pair of piecewise Cl functions xi and x2 satisfying 
x1(4 G x2(s), O<s<t. (2-l) 
The functions u+(xi(s), s) and u-(xi(s), S) appearing in (E*) are defined by 
If u is a solution of (E) and (IC) in the sense of (E*), then u satisfies (E) 
pointwise away from curves when u is discontinuous. These curves, custom- 
arily referred to as shock waves, are not arbitrary but are determined from 
the values of u on either side of the curve via the Rankine Hugoniot condition: 
(2.3) 
Moreover, the solution u satisfies 
‘,iF+ $6 q = dx), (2.4) 
at all points x where v is continuous. 
The present formulation of (E) and (IC) is not sufficiently strong to 
guarantee unicity of solutions. If uniqueness is to prevail, an additional 
condition must be imposed on shocks of (E). One such condition is 
and 
r(u+) < u- < u+ when 
u+ < u- ,< qu,) when 
u+ > 0, 
u+ < 0. 
(2.5) 
Here, r is the odd, smooth, decreasing function defined on u > 0 by 
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THEOREM 1. If  f  satis$es hypotheses (a) and (b) of Section I, then there is 
at most one piecewise C1 solution u of (E) and (IC) which satisfies (2.5) across 
shocks. 0 
Proof. See Oleinik [4]. 
To solve (E) and (IC) it suffices to know how to solve (E) for four generic 
types of data. The full solution is then obtained by patching these elementary 
solutions together. The data to be considered is described below. 
Case 1. (a) 9) is Cl, positive, and decreasing, or 
(b) v is Cl, negative, and increasing.’ 
Case 2. (a) v is 0, positive, and decreasing on (-co, a) and (a, CO) 
but satisfies q+(a) > v-(a), or 
(b) q~ is Cl, negative, and increasing on (-co, a) and (a, CO) but satis- 
fies v+(a) < da). 
Case 3. 
where vi and q~s are constants satisfying either 
(a> 0 < 93 < vl , or 
(b) ~1 < vz < 0. 
Case 4. (a) 9 is Cl, positive, and decreasing on (- 00, a) and Cl, 
negative, and increasing on (a, oc)), or 
(b) v is Cl, negative, and increasing on (-co, a) and Cl, positive, 
decreasing on (a, co). 
To obtain the solution to (E) with data satisfying the hypotheses of Case 1 
one uses the classical method of characteristics. This implies that u is constant 
on the straight line (dx/dt) =f’(u). Th is in turn implies that U(X, t) is the 
unique solution of 
u = f$(x -f’(u) t). (2.7) 
We now turn to (E) with the data satisfying the hypotheses of Case 2. We 
let 
qJL(X) Z
I 
9xxb x < a, 
v-(a), x 3 6 
and %44 = I 
9)+(a), x < a, 
v(x), x > a. 
1 Actually, 9 continuous and v’ piecewise continuous is all the smoothness that is 
needed. 
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FIG. 1. Case la. 
The functions ‘pL and vR satisfy the hypotheses of Case 1. We let uL and uR 
be the solutions of(E) with data qL and P)~ , respectively, and define x = x,(t) 
as the solution of the initial value problem: 
The solution to (E) with the original data 9 is then given by uL to the left of 
x, and uR to the right. By construction, x, is an admissible shock. 
The solution in Case 3 is a centered rarefaction wave; that is, 
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FIG. 2. Case 2a. 
&(x - a)/t] (respectively p-[(x - uJ/2]) is the unique positive (negative) 
solution of 
f’(p) = y . w3) 
Of course p+ is used in Case 3-(a) and p- in 3-(b). 
We now turn to case 4-(a); 4-(b) is similar. Throughout P will denote the 
unique positive solution to (E) with initial data: 
while N will denote the negative solution to (E) satisfying 
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If v-(a) < r(v+(a)), we let xJt>, 0 < t < t*, be the solution of 
dx 
dt= 
I(? ICN’ (x, t), x(0) = a. 
The number t* is the first positive t such that 
q%(t), t) = V) c%(t), 0. 
For times t > t*, x, is continued as the solution of 
g = f’uTv) (x, t), x(t*) = x,(t*). 
The solution is then given by 
x < xa(t), 
x > x,(t) and 0 < t < t*; 
and 
x < Xa(t*> + f’(qN(xa(t*), t*))> (t - t*>, 
Xa(t*> +f’(qN(x,(t*), t*))) (t - t*) < x < x&)9 
xaw < x and t* < t. 
Here, 7(x, t) = r(N(x,(t), t)) and t* < i < t is the unique solution of 
x = x,(t) + f’(r(N(x,(t), f))) (t - t). 
If p)-(a) > r(v+(a)) we define x, by 
(2.9) 
$ = f’UV)) (x, 0, x(0) = a. 
The solution is then given by 
x < a +f’(%(4) t, 
a + f’(p)-(a)> t < x G a + f’(qp+(a))) 6 
a + f’mJ+W> t < x -=l xaw, 
xa(t) < x. 
CL+ and r] are the functions defined in (2.8) and (2.9), respectively. 
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Given the basic elementary solutions and data v satisfying the regularity 
hypotheses laid down at the beginning of this section it is clear that these may 
be pieced together to obtain a solution to (E) and (IC) on some strip 
0 < t < Tr . The number r, is determined as the first time that two or 
more of the distinguished curves separating 
(a) positive parts of the solution from one another, or 
(b) negative parts of the solution from one another, or 
(c) positive and negative parts of the solution from each other 
intersect. At that instant the solution u(., Tr) is endowed with the same 
properties as the original data y and hence may be continued as a solution 
of (E) (in increments) to all of t 3 0. 
To obtain the decay estimate (1) we shall need certain properties of the 
function f  appearing in (E). These follow from hypotheses (a) and (b) of 
Section 1 and will be stated without proof. 
LEMMA 1. (a) For any U, > 0 there are constants 
--6w e-1 <f”(U) < --_b( U,) s-1, 0 <I4 < u,; (2.10) 
(b) the function r defined in (2.6) may be written as T(u) = --y(u) u 
where y  is even and continuous and satisJies 
(c) for any U, > 0 
-f’(Su) + $ > C(U,) u2k 
and 
for all 
< 1, uo E [O, co>; 
(2.11) 
C( U,) = (1 - 7(Uo)) yw2”-1 -b(h) 
(2.12) 
2 , 
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We shall also need certain qualitative properties of the solution of (E) 
and (IC) when cp satisfies the regularity hypotheses of this section and (c) 
and (d) of Section 1. The following notation will be useful in what follows: 
U(t) = SUP I 4x, 9 --m<x<m 
and u, = U(0). (2.13) 
LEMMA 2. (a) For every t 3 0, u(‘, t) is p periodic in x, and satisjies the 
estimate 
yy  U(T) = u(t); (2.14) 
(b) there exist piecewise C1 curves x0(.) and x1(.) satisfying 
and 
x0@> < xl(t) < x0(t) + P, t > 0. 
(2.15) 
On these curves u+(x,(t), t) 3 0, u-(x0(t), t) < 0, u+(xl(t), t) < 0, and 
u-(x1(t), t) 3 0, t > 0, and for almost all positive t’s the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition (2.3) is satisfied; that is 
dxi fk+> -fW 
dt- u+ _ u_ (xi(t), 4, i=Oand 1.2 (2.16) 
Moreover, the shocks x = xi(t), t > 0, are admissible in the sense (2.5). 
Proof. That u(., t) is p periodic in x follows directly from the procedure 
used to construct the solution, while (2.14) is a consequence of the construc- 
tion procedure and the fact that r = -yu satisfies (2.11). The existence of 
admissible shocks x,,(e) and x1( .) satisfying (2.15) follows from the construc- 
tion procedure and from the observation that if the data 9 satisfies (c) and (d) 
of Section 1 then for any A and any t >, 0 
s A-tP u(x, t) dx = 0. A 
THEOREM 2. For any 
*E 1 +yoq [ 
the shock x = x&t + T), 7 >, 0, intersects the straight line 
x = x,(t) + P + f ‘W(t)) 7, 7 >, 0, 
2 If u+ = u- = 0, then the right side of (2.16) is replaced by f’(0). 
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at some time t + T*@, U(t)). The increment ~*(a, U(t)) and the norm 
lJ(t + ~*(a, U(t))) satisfy the following estimates: 
quo;uyt) d T*R U(t)> G * cc U,) uy t) 
and 
U(t + T*(& U(t))) < Wt). 
C( U,,) is the constant of (2.12), 
C(U,)=~, 
and 6(U,,) is defined in (2.10). 0 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
x,(t) +P+f'GU (t)l 
X0 x0+ P 
FIGURE 4 
Granting for the moment the validity of the preceding result, we now 
show how the estimates (2.17) and (2.18) imply algebraic decay. 
We let 
u, = U(tn) = 
xs[s,z&)+P, ’ u(xf tn)’ ’ 
to = 0, and t, = t,-, + T,*, n > 1, 
where T,* = T*(8, U,-,) is defined in Theorem 2. The estimate 
quo; up, G Ti*T i = 1, 2,..., 
together with Uiml < P1lJO imply 
‘, 2 (&) U2k $ (;)2k 
0 0 2-l 
(2.20) 
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while the estimate 
P 
%* G quo> uyl and u, < s”+1-i u. z-1 
yield; 
tn 6 & u;k i=l f iPi < C(U,) U&l - 82”) ’ 
or equivalently 
I 
l/Zk 1 
p (2.21) 
Equation (2.20) also g uarantees that t, -+ cc as n + co. The preceding 
estimate and (2.14) also imply 
U(t) = s;P I u(x, 9 d [ (1 _ *:) C(U,) ]l’Pk &G (2.22) 
12 
for any t, < t < tn+l . 
Proof of Theorem 2. We let U,, be the supremum of the initial data. Our 
first task is to obtain the bounds for the time t + ~*(a, U(t)) when the curves 
x = xo(t + T) and x = x,,(t) + p + f ‘@U(t)) 7 intersect. The equation to 
be analysed is 
p = -f’(SU(t)) 7* + loT’ ko(t + s) as. 
If we make use of the identity 
(2.23) 
qt + s) = f (u+) - f(u-) 
U+ 
_ u_ (xo(t + 4, t + SIT 
together with 
and 
I u-(x& + $1, t + s)l < I qu+(xo(t + s), t + 41 7 
sgn u+(xo(t + s), t + 4 # sgn u-(xo(t + 4, t + 4, 
I u+(xo(t + s), t + 4 d U(t) 
we obtain the following inequalities: 
f(u+) -f(u-) 
u-t 
_ u_ (x,(t + s), t + s) > f MxO@ + a t + s)) 
u+(xo(t + s), t + 4 
> f (U(t)) 
(2.24) 
‘u(t)’ 
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Equation (2.24) is valid for almost all s > 0. Equations (2.23), (2.24), and 
(2.12) then yield the desired upper bound for T*. To obtain the lower bound 
we observe that (2.10) and (2.14) imply 
--b(Q) 2k 
-x-- 
+f’(o) <f’(u) < q P + f ‘(0)~ O<U<U, 
and, hence, that 
-f ‘@.Jt)) + f (u+) - f (u-) < Wo) WY + f (u+) - f (u-) 
% - u- 2k U+ - u- -f’(O). 
Since 
fy If,‘“-) -f’(O) GO, 
we obtain p < c(U,) Uz”(t) T* where 
and this is the desired estimate. 
We now turn to (2.18). We first observe that no characteristic 
x = x + f ‘(u(x, t)) 7, x E [%(t), %J(t) + PI 
carrying a value u@, t) and satisfying 1 u(x, t)l > au(t) can intersect the line 
t + r* inside the interval [x,(t + T*), xo(t + T*) + p). Thus, 
{u 1 u = u(x, t + T*) for sOme x E [x,(t + T*),X,-,(t -+ 7*) + p)) 
is contained in the union of the following sets: 
and 
{u I u = u(x, t), I u I < =yt)> 
{u I u = I’(v) and I ZI 1 < U(t)}. 
Values from the first set are propagated along characteristics issuing from 
the interval [x,(t), x,,(t) + p) while values from the second are obtained from 
characteristics issuing from the left side of shocks x = x(t) across which u 
changes sign. Since 1 r(u)1 < j I’(U(t))I < r(U,) U(t) (see Lemma l-(b)) 
and since f( U,) < [l + 77 U,,)]/2 < 6 we obtain the desired estimate. 0 
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One of the principle weaknesses of the decay estimate is the presence of the 
parameter t, rather than t in the final formula (2.22). For general initial 
data we have not succeeded in overcoming this point yet there is a class of 
data (which we shall call 0L) for which t, may be replaced by t. The elements 
of this class bear the same relationship to the equation (E) that N waves 
bear to Burger’s equation; that is, they describe the shape of the solution for 
large times. 
We say that F is in LI if in addition to its other properties there is a point 
x1 in (0, p) such that (a) q is positive and decreasing on (0, x1), (b) v  is negative 
and increasing on (x1 , p), and (c) v-(O) = r(?+(O)) and v-(x,) = r(y+(xr)). 
FIGURE 5 
THEOREM 3. For data v in O! the estimate (1) holds. 
Proof. Throughout x0(.) and x1(.) will be the shocks satisfying: 
and 
2 = f’(W+)) (?l(t), t), x,(O) = 0, (3.1) 
2 = f’W+)) W), t), XI(O) = x1 . (3.2) 
We remark that for each t > 0 the solution u(., t) restricted to (q(t), q,(t) + p) 
has the following properties: 
(i) u(., t) is positive, continuous and decreasing on (x,,(t), x1(t)); 
(ii) u(., t) is negative, continuous and increasing on (q(t), x,,(t) + p); 
(iii) u-(xi(t), t) = T(u+(q(t), t)), i = 0, 1; and 
(3 U(t) = ?n;y I u+Wt), t)l ’ (3.3) 
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We now introduce the quantity 
0 < M(t) Ef j;;::’ u(x, t) dx. 
The fact that 
s qAt)+P 2Jt) u(x, t) dx = 0 
implies that M(t) may also be written as 
M(t) = - j:;::“” u(x, t) dx = 4 [j;;::’ u(x, t) dx - s.:,::“” u(x, t) dx] . 
1 (3.4) 
If we differentiate M(t) and make use of (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) we obtain 
dM 
2-$= 
- i. [(I u+ I + w u+ I))fWl u+ IN - (f(l u+ I) +w(I u+ lN)lM~>, t). 
(3.5) 
Since r(l a I) = - I r(l a I)1 , f(-a) = -f(a) and f’(-a) =f’(a), we 
see that (3.5) may be rewritten as 
where 
2 g = + i f%w)) (I u+ I - I T(l u+ l>l>” Mt>, 0, (3.6) 
2=0 
I P(l u+ I)1 W), t) < 5iw < I u+ I c%(t), t), i=O,l. (3.7) 
The results of Lemma 1 together with (3.3), (3.6), and (3.7) now yield 
_ 6( Uo) (1 - Y( UoN2 u2"+l 
2 
< fg < A( U,) y( UO)Zk--l (1 - T( U,))2 u=+r. 
(3.8) 
We must now obtain estimates for M in terms of U. We first observe that M 
satisfies 
(~1 - xo) %+(x,(4, t)) G M(t) G I u+ I (x&),4 (P - (XI - xoNr 
and 
(P - (~1 - xo)) I Q+(xo(O, t)>l < M(t) G u+(xo(Q 4 (~1 - x0)0 (3.9 
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These in turn yield 
PyuJo) 
1 1-7(Uo) < (Xl - -%I), P - (Xl - x0) < p 1 +yWo) 
and 
1 +y(uo) 
P 
M(t) < U(t) < (1;2gJ) M(t). 
_ 0 
Inequalities (3.8) and (3.11) combine to give 
M(O) 
[l + 2k ;tM2fi(O)t]W ’ M(2) G 
M(O) 
[l + 2k &Mzk(0)t]1/2” ’ 
where 
d = 4 uo) p--1( uoj (1 - 7( uo)>2 (1 + y( U0))2k+l 
+2k+I 
and 
J = 4 uo> (1 - y( UoN2 (1 + 7( uo))2k+1 
2p2k+lfk+2( U,) 
Pointwise bounds for U follow from (3.11) and (3.12). 
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